ChemPath — A Holistic
Approach to Accelerate
Digital Transformation
in the Chemical Industry
Chemicals companies are at an inflection point with their technology strategies. They
face pressure to contribute to margin uplift, as well as the challenges of integrating
back-office technology with manufacturing. Given the current opportunities in the
rapidly-changing Chemicals market, successful companies can’t slow growth by tying
up precious capital funds and can’t aﬀord a long, drawn out implementation of an
ERP system. Many Chemical companies are struggling to scale up to the current
market expansion and unlock the true potential of the business, due to outdated and
disjointed systems.
Let us show you how we can lower/eliminate upfront capital cost of acquiring,
implementing and supporting a world-class SAP solution, while drastically reducing
the time to implement. Whether you are new to SAP or ready to get more out of
your current investment, Capgemini has the technology expertise and the industry
experience designed to get you there, faster.
Capgemini’s ChemPath for Chemical companies oﬀers two striking benefits:
• An accelerated approach to implementing SAP.
• A true Leading Practice solution for the industry which vastly improves the
underlying work processes, whether you are implementing SAP from scratch or
optimizing your existing implementations. It has many unique diﬀerentiators which
are already in use at your peer companies today. ChemPath simplifies SAP for users
and works very eﬀectively in providing the key information for companies to focus
on managing their business.

Extended with improvements from
multiple implementations
 Mobility
 Simplified screens
 Dashboards
 Simplified processes

+
Strengthened with Industry Specific Content
 Industry processes
 Pre-built interfaces
 Simplified workflows
 Data management
 Reports
 Documentation

+

ChemPath is Capgemini’s SAP-Certified Digital Core Solution for the Chemicals
Industry designed for streamlining your operations while gaining greater visibility and
control over your core business processes. Capgemini will work with your organization
to deploy a fast, eﬃcient and stable ChemPath solution, which incorporates leading
practices developed from an extensive legacy of Capgemini-led SAP implementations.
Based on several successful installations over the past 10 years, ChemPath delivers a
host of benefits for new implementations, such as:
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• SAP configuration and enhancements, pre-built specifically for your industry. Ability
to conduct “Show and Tell” sessions with real business processes, screens and data
• Accelerated implementation timeline, business blueprint process maps, training and
technical documentation
• Mobility, FIORI for Usability and Business Intelligence for ease of use
• Robust iCaptivate methodology powered by Activate, bundled with SAP’s Solution
Manager, to oﬀer reliable, eﬀective implementations.
• Our ChemPath solution is flexible and can accommodate the needs of varying client
situations with optional plug and play components
• ChemPath can be leveraged as a reference model to accelerate the requirements
and design project phases
• ChemPath can be packaged as a comprehensive SAP solution, including SAP licenses
and infrastructure licenses
• Capgemini’s Infrastructure and Application Maintenance services as an alternative
to purchasing new equipment and training support resources

Value Platform
 Speed to value
 Cost certainty

 Overall cost reductions
 Platform for Growth

ChemPath for the Chemical Industry
 Plug and play
 Pre-configured

 Enriched with accelerators
 Integration Tested

Solution Platform
SAP
Finance-to-Manage









General Ledger
Accounts Receivable
Accounts Payable
Asset Accounting
Cost Center Planning
Period end closing
Parallel Accounting
Cash Management

Order-to-Cash
 Sales Order
processing
 Samples Processing
 Returns &
Complaints
 Swap Sales in
Chemical Industry
 Intercompany Sales
 Credit Memo
Processing
 Free of Charge
Delivery

Procure-to-Pay

Demand-to-Supply

 Consumable
processing
 Procurement of Batch
Managed Stocks and
Pipeline Materials
 Procurement of
external Services
 Return To Vendor
 Procurement Contract
 Subcontract/Tolling
 Stock Transfer with
and without Delivery

 Bulk Manufacturing
 MTO/MTS for Process
Industry
 Repetitive Mfg
 Blending Process
 Repackaging and
Relabeling Process
 Co products and By
products
 Quality Management
 Stock Handling: Scrap
and blocked

Supply Chain





Demand Planning
Tank Trailer Filling
Totes Handling
Vendor Managed
Inventory
 Physical Inventory
 Lean WM
 Inbound Storage
Tank Management

Maintain to
Settle
 Preventive
Maintenance
 Refurbishment
process
 Operational
Maintenance
 Overhaul
Management
 Investment
Management in
PM

Sustainability
 Product Safety
 Dangerous Goods
Movement
 Substance Volume
Tracking
 Global Label
Management
 Dangerous Goods
Management Mixed Load Check
 Substance Volume
Tracking
(Production)

Technology Management
 Technical Command Center© to support Data conversion
and Integration
 NWBC GUI- Security roles and Power Lists

 HANA Live reporting and dashboards
 Mobility

 Workflows and Enhancements
 MES and LIMS integration

Infrastructure Platforms
Licensing

Cloud Infrastructure
Managed Service

Implementation

Application Management

Streamlined
Sales Process
& demo
capabilities.
IoT Scoping
and Digital
Assessment
offerings
available.

Comprehensive Oﬀering for its ChemPath Customers:

Co-innovation
solutions will follow
INNOV8: a rapid,
agile development
methodology with a
focus on MVP &
Design Thinking

ChemPath Solution
have been rebuilt on
S4HANA to serve as
the Digital Core

AR/VR, 3D
print

Analytics/
Big Data

Robust,
Repeatable,
Accelerated
Delivery for
a Low-Risk
Implementation

ChemPath
Cloud
Solutions,
SCP

Solutions Leveraging
SAP’s new Leonardo
Platform

IoT

FD4 forms the Digital
Manufacturing layer
of extensions to S/4

SAP Leonardo

ChemPath enables Digital Transformation by delivering a Digital Core at the heart as
shown in the picture below.
• ChemPath Digital Core comprising of Digital Core Functional Modules, 175+
Best Practice Scenarios, Innovation List, Simplification List, Fiori User Interface
Applications and SAP Certification
• ChemPath Integrated Digital Platform (4-in-a-Box) comprising of ChemPath
S/4HANA 1709, Solution Manager 7.2, LIMS and Digital Delivery Framework design &
build platform
• Capgemini Strategic IP Package comprising of Knowledge Hub, Country Specific
Localization Tool Kit, Chemical Industry Specialty Scenarios, MES Integration
Capabilities, Process KPI Library, LIMS best practices and numerous POV/White
Paper documents specific to Chemicals industry
• Capgemini Strategic Program Delivery Package comprising of UPM Delivery
Methodology, iCaptivate-Agile Implementation Content (Program Road Map,
Program Governance Plan, Benefits Realization Plan, Functional Design Documents,
Functional Specifications Documents, Technical Specifications Documents, Business
Process Flow Diagrams, Translated forms for global shipping, Business integration
scenarios, Test Scenarios & Scripts, Business Process Procedure, Training Content,
Data Migration Plan, Cutover Plan, Business Transition Plan, Site Readiness Plan,
Hyper Care Plan, etc.)

ChemPath Diﬀerentiators
• Plug-n-Play pre-integrated business suite platform comprising of ChemPath
S/4HANA software, Solution Manager 7.2 Digital (Beta Release), Cloud-based Digital
Delivery Framework (DDF) and LIMS Integration.
• Pre-loaded with 175+ SAP best practice scenarios (including 61 focused scenarios for
Chemicals), fully tested, documented and ready to deploy
• DDF preloaded with full process decompositions (L1 through L4) for chemicals
industry, business process design documents and test scripts
• DDF preloaded with Capgemini’s iCaptivate-Agile methodology (Super set of
SAPActivate) with full implementation content including project management best
practices & tools
• Country-specific localization kit pre-packages print-ready local forms, as well as fully
documented country-specific configuration elements, to support local regulations
and statutory requirements
Strategic
•
‘Plug-n-Play’
and ‘out of the box’
Fast Digital 4 Discrete Industries
Digital Transformation Design Framework
interfaces to seamlessly integrate
ChemPath with LIMS application
• Capgemini’s ‘Core Integration
Framework’ unleashes a rich tool
box of design patterns, decision
trees, development objects, and
Global, Strategic, Exclusive Digital
Business-led conversation resulting in
Digital
Manufacturing partnership with SAP
a Digital Transformation Roadmap
tools for world-class enterpriseTransformation
wide applications integration
Design by Acception & S/4HANA
Digital Delivery Framework
Customer Driven Solution &
Co-Innovation
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SAP as an Innovation
Platform

Capabilities

Industry Template Solutions
Traditional Approach

Capgemini Approach
FDD Sections

ChemPath

Client Specific

Client Specific
SIPOC Visios with all
Inputs/Outputs and
Process Steps aligned

CHEMPath
SAP Best Practices
SAP Best Practices
Core SAP Functionality

Alignment on ECC/Sol
Man Process Steps

Core SAP Functionality

Promoting the adoption of out of the box processes

Digitized implementation documentation
automated project processes

Tactical

Capgemini is a world leader in
enterprise resource planning and digital
transformation. We’re also an SAP
Platinum Reseller Partner and an SAP
Global Services Partner. We provide the
expertise you need to make sure your
SAP projects, migrations, and digitaltransformation road maps deliver the
results you want.
As a global SAP partner, Capgemini is
one of the largest and most experienced
SAP systems integrators. Our 17,500
SAP practitioners leverage Capgemini’s
four decades of SAP experience to serve
1,300 clients around the world. With
more than 3,500 certified resources,
we’re number one in SAP S/4HANA
certifications in Europe and number one
in SAP certifications overall.
Our experts collaborate closely with
you throughout your SAP journey.
Focusing on your specific industry and
your unique needs, we drive value
and results through design, licensing,
implementation, infrastructure, and
application management. Capgemini
works with you to make sure you can
fully leverage SAP technology and
become an intelligent enterprise.
You benefit from our SAP centers of
excellence, proven SAP implementation
methodologies, and preconfigured
SAP solutions.

The next generation of certified industry
focused Path solutions and Capgemini’s
multi-platform SAP S/4HANA
architecture approach allows clients to
accelerate their digital transformation
journey, enabled by a data-driven
platform for innovation, capable of
transforming your business into a
Renewable Enterprise™.

SAP OnePath Solutions as
an Operating Expense
You can take advantage of all the
benefits of the SAP environment right
now, yet eliminate up-front capital
expenditures. Capgemini has partnered
with SAP to package SAP solutions as
a service that can include licensing,
infrastructure, implementation,
maintenance, and even application
management and business process
outsourcing. Complexity is dramatically
reduced by the bundling of software
and services, giving you ‘one hand to
shake’ to get things done. Further,
ROI is significantly accelerated, and
most businesses can write oﬀ monthly
fees as an operating expense. With
Capgemini as your exclusive service
provider, performing all aspects of
an SAP solution deployment, you get
the freedom to use SAP right now
— without the traditional up-front
investment in hardware or software.
Perhaps best of all, this solution is still
configured by Capgemini to meet your
specific business needs.

Change is not new
What’s new is the speed at which
it’s happening. Adapting to new
business models and solving ever-more
complex problems leads companies
to transformation enabled by the
intelligent suite of applications with SAP
S/4HANA® as the Digital Core.

For more details contact:
Jeﬀ Larsen
North America Chemicals and Natural
Resources Portfolio Leader
jeﬀ.larsen@capgemini.com

Anindya Sengupta
North America ChemPath Industry
Solutions Leader
anindya.sengupta@capgemini.com
The information contained in this document is proprietary. ©2019 Capgemini.
All rights reserved. Rightshore® is a trademark belonging to Capgemini.

About CCP
Migrate, operate and
innovate every aspect of
your business in the cloud.
Capgemini Cloud Platform brings
together the right technology, processes
and culture to help organizations of
every size leverage the eﬃciency and
agility of cloud. It is a portfolio of cloud
services and accelerators in a single
cloud management platform and is
designed to support the crucial stages
of every cloud journey, from build and
migration, to managing application and
infrastructure services in the new cloud
environment, supported by extensive
automation. It oﬀers a trusted route
to migrating traditional datacenters to
the cloud and to developing innovative
cloud-native solutions that drive digital
transformation and allow you to take
control of your journey to the cloud.
Click here for more information:
https://www.capgemini.com/resources/
capgemini-cloud-platform-brochure/

About Capgemini
A global leader in consulting, technology
services and digital transformation, Capgemini
is at the forefront of innovation to address the
entire breadth of clients’ opportunities in the
evolving world of cloud, digital and platforms.
Building on its strong 50-year heritage and deep
industry-specific expertise, Capgemini enables
organizations to realize their business ambitions
through an array of services from strategy to
operations. Capgemini is driven by the conviction
that the business value of technology comes
from and through people. It is a multicultural
company of over 200,000 team members in more
than 40 countries. The Group reported 2018
global revenues of EUR 13.2 billion.
Visit us at

www.capgemini.com
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Capgemini: A leading SAP
implementation partner, a
collaborator in your success

